
The Journal of Dr. Anton Zakovich …

1. (Day 1) A few hours ago a station in northern Alaska began tracking an object
approaching earth from outer space. I was approached as an expert in theoretical extra
terrestrial study. I confirmed the object could not have been of earth right before it
crashed in the arctic, and did they put me in charge? No, they put some old grey, fat,
midwestern, warmongering General in charge instead of a scientist. The “decorated war
hero” is organizing an expedition

2. (Day 2)General Huxford thinks we need additional support in the trek up to the
crash site, and has made this a joint operation with Ian Co. There CEO Grasyon Ian is a
fraud! The public see him as a genius, but he is not a scientist, he just funds technology
companies, and made himself a celebrity off it! But now they will be exploring the crash
site and possibly investigating the alien tech, in exchange for use of their extreme cold
environment vehicles.

3. (Day 4)The General thinks we need a guide. Has approached Elliot Sherman,
who's apparently an explorer and survivalist. Huxford said he chose him as “his father
was a military man”. I find him slovenly, yet he is the Generals type. And he seems to
know what he’s doing.

4. (Day 7) We found the crash site. Much of the craft is made of a foreign metal. A
strange fluid was found leaking into the surrounding area. The bodies of the “pilots”
were found. They appear strikingly humanoid, but with green skin, no nose, and only
holes for ears. Their knees were backwards. He also found what can only be described
as an automation, large and made of gray metal.

5. (27) Sherman left, leaving his friend and colleague Mr. Danson Blackday in
charge. We have cleaned up the extra terrestrial fluid that was leaking from the crash,
and have begun experimenting with it. Its effect on animals seems interesting, but I’ve
yet to be given clearance to attempt using a higher dose.



6. ( Day 31) The same station that first spotted the craft sent word that they thought
they saw another, but it seemingly disappeared somewhere over the rocky mountains.
The Robot was found to follow instructions, but that effect's reproducibility has proven
inconsistent. Grayson Ians executive associate gave word they’ve brought on a new
scientist who will be joining us soon.

7. (Day 38) Doctor Brown may have “saved” the Robot project, but there's
something about her I find suspicious. We’ve also learned Mr. Sherman will be returning
to run security.

8. (Day 55) I found Doctor Brown suspicious, even after she “saved” the Robot
project from being put aside, but now the bodies of the extraterrestrials are gone!
Missing! Just a few days after I found her in the cold storage where they were kept,
looking at them. She said she “just wanted to see them” like a child! I almost thought
she looked sad. I’ve noticed other strange things too. I tried contacting people who
went to her highschool and college, online, and nobody seems to know her. It’s like she
just appeared one day.

9. (Day 60) Animals, nature, symbiosis … Two organisms locked together … Maybe
one taking, maybe both giving … And why does it work out that way? Animals find the
most efficient way to live, but why? What drives an animal to keep fighting? Even in the
most impossible circumstances …

10. (Day 64) At least when my fellow scientists were cowards I could really count on
Mr. Ian and General Huxford. Like when my supposed colleagues vito’d my higher
dosage experiments with the fluid, the two gave me the go ahead. And the result, now
safely captured and contained, proves its mutagenic effects! But now our two leaders
don’t want to look further until they “get a better understanding”. What kind of General
doesn’t want a new weapon, or business man a new product! Fine … I’ll do it myself.


